
We look forward to helping
you plan your special day! 

contact us:
845-657-8333 ext. 10

 info@ashokancenter.org

The Ashokan Center
is a 501c3 organization where 

community is nurtured through 
nature, history and the arts. 

We work towards our mission 
by hosting: 

• Residential school programs
immersed in nature

* Music and dance camps
and festivals

• Seasonal community events

We welcome you to enjoy
Ashokan’s beauty and to support 

us in our mission.

Ashokan
Weddings

The Ashokan Center offers an array
of idyllic backdrops to stage your most
memorable moments. Nestled in the 
Catskill mountains, our 385 acres 
include fields, forest, nature trails, 
a barn, a covered bridge, waterfalls, 
a gorge, modern lodges, colonial-style 
buildings and much more! 

Work with our Wedding Coordinator 
and in-house Executive Chef to craft 
your dream destination wedding at 
a reasonable cost.

477 Beaverkill Road · Olivebridge, NY
www.ashokancenter.org
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Sycamore Lodge
Each of the four rooms include one queen 
bunk bed (twin bed on top), one twin 
bunk bed, and a private bathroom. Guests 
share a spacious lounge downstairs and a 
rear porch upstairs. 

Red Maple Lodge
Each of the eight rooms have two twin 
bunk beds, a private bathroom, and either 
a shared lounge (center rooms) or a porch 
(end rooms). All of the downstairs rooms 
connect with one another, if so desired.

Longhouse
Each of the four wings of the Longhouse 
have twelve bunk beds, a modern  
bathroom, and a private bedroom with 
a queen bunk bed (twin bed on top) 
and a rear porch.

Along with access to all 385 acres 
of our campus, your wedding package 
includes catering by Ashokan’s on-site 
Executive Chef. Enjoy our vast menu 
selections and seamless meal and 
beverage coordination. 

The Ashokan Center’s sustainably 
designed buildings are available  
year-round for your ceremony, dining, 
reception, and lodging. Built in 2013, 
these versatile spaces celebrate their 
natural surroundings with a rustic 
charm while still offering a modern 
and elegant atmosphere. 

Esopus Lodge
Within the modern-rustic Esopus 
Lodge is an entry hall to greet your 
guests, a dining hall for 168 place 
settings, a state-of-the-art kitchen, 
and a ballroom for indoor ceremonies 
and dancing, to include a performance 
stage, and an upstairs dressing room 
for the bride and bridesmaids.
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on-site lodging

the complete package

premium facilities
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